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Did you know there are hundre
ds of different types of
bread, each with their own set
of ingredients? While
recipes outline the ingredients
and the amount used,
every baker makes it uniquely
theirs.
Just like bread, people grow up
with different experiences, an
d it’s
these “ingredients” that make
each person one of a kind.
These ingredients can look like
family and friends, or even sch
ools
and communities. They can com
e from moments of hardship
just
as much as from moments of
joy.
For kids with achondroplasia,
it’s no different—they adapt, inn
ovate,
and learn on the fly, as any chi
ld will.
Every page of the Rising Love
book is full of details that can
be
used to start a conversation aro
und different aspects of growin
g
up with achondroplasia.
There are adaptations, family
and sibling dynamics, and
visual metaphors to explore wit
h your child, their friend
group or school, and others in
your family’s community.
Using this material as a guide
will help
you turn Rising Love into an edu
cational
experience, providing more det
ail
around the condition of achond
roplasia,
including metaphors, conver
sation
starters, and activities to help
explain
and engage with audiences of
all ages.
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Meet Sofia
8 years old
“T he best part abou t peop le is getti ng
to show them I care !”

“I don’t like croiss ants.. . Just kiddi ng, I LOVE croiss ants!”
Mother
34 years old
Does not have achondroplasia.

Personality
Sofia loves animals and helping others.
She is most comfortable in her home where it’s
quiet and she can spend time with her mom.

Talk ing Poin ts
Family
Sofia’s mom tries to provide a
supportive environment to help Sofia
build independence and confidence
in her ability to adapt how and when
Sofia feels it’s necessary.
Specific Challenges: Sleep Apnea
Sofia has achondroplasia, which
causes the bones in her face to grow
in a different way. Sometimes, this
can make it difficult for air to get to her
lungs, so she uses a machine made to
help her breathe while she sleeps. This
is called a CPAP or BiPAP machine.

Adaptations
Sofia also has many different types
of adaptations throughout her home.
Stools, low furniture, light switches,
and other items can help people with
achondroplasia stay independent in a
world that’s usually made specifically
for people of average stature.
Unique!
Only 1 of every 25,000 kids is born
with achondroplasia! That means
Sofia is 1 of only around 250,000
people in the world!

Meet L e o
10 years old
“ My broth er is the coole st pers on I know ! Afte
Personality
Leo loves reading, his grandma, and playing
football with his older brother, Matt. He gets
anxious sometimes and can worry, but Matt
has experience dealing with anxiety, so both
have learned ways to support one another.

Specific Challenges:
Mental and Social Health
Mental and social health are just as important
to children with achondroplasia as the
management of physical health. Leo and
Matt are affected by anxiety differently, but
Matt can help Leo by teaching him techniques
for self-care that he learned when he wrestles
with negative feelings.
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Personality
Haruki is a ball of energy. He loves people, loves
parties, and loves playing soccer. Both of his
parents have achondroplasia, so they have a lot
of experience with having been short-statured
kids themselves! It’s helped Haruki become more
independent (sometimes, a little too independent!).

Brother - Matt
16 years old
Has achondroplasia.
Father
40 years old
Does not have achondroplasia.

Adaptations
Matt can drive with specific
adaptations. A pillow for back
support, a raised seat, and some
pedal extenders can make
getting around as accessible
as it is for someone without
achondroplasia.
Unique!
Just like daily routines, every
family has a different style
of adapting their homes for
achondroplasia. Because Leo
doesn’t have achondroplasia,
he finds himself having to
adapt to the tools Matt uses!

Mother
39 years old
Has achondroplasia.
Father
42 years old
Has achondroplasia.

Talki ng Point s
Family
Both of Haruki’s parents have
achondroplasia, which means Haruki
will be able to learn a lot from his
parents’ experiences growing up.
Specific Challenges: Getting Ready
Haruki’s shorter arms and legs can
make getting dressed and drying his
hair more challenging. It doesn’t mean
he can’t! Kids with achondroplasia will
find their own ways to do things,
even if they don’t look familiar or
they take more time.

r Gran dma .”

Talk ing Poin ts
Family
Leo’s older brother Matt has achondroplasia,
but Leo and their dad do not. Did you know
80% of kids with achondroplasia are born to
parents of average stature? It can be random!

Meet Haruki
10 years old

“D o you like this dres s? I mad e it mys elf!
It has strip es!”
Personality
Emma has a big personality. She loves
being the center of attention to show off
all her favorite outfits and will talk your
ear off about her two sisters: “They’re both
taller than me now, but that’s only because
they don’t have achondroplasia.”

Adaptations
Haruki’s home has some custom
adaptations to make it more
comfortable for his family to go
throughout their day. He also has a
favorite step stool he’s decorated
like a skateboard.
Unique!
Haruki’s parents aren’t worried
because they’ve been able to meet
lots of different doctors with expertise
to help support Haruki as he grows up
living a healthy, active life.

Meet Emma
9 years old

Two Sisters
7 and 16 years old
Do not have achondroplasia.
Father
45 years old
Does not have achondroplasia.

Talk ing Poin ts
Family
Emma is the middle sibling, and
the only one in her family with
achondroplasia. She has an older
sister who was already growing fast
when she was born—and now her
younger sister is taller than she is, too.
Specific Challenges:
Siblings without Achondroplasia
Every child is different, but it is not
uncommon for children to begin
feeling isolated as they see younger
peers and siblings continue to grow
quickly throughout childhood.

Adaptations
With so many people in the house,
Emma’s family tries to adapt what
they can while Emma takes care
of the rest. Her dad stresses the
importance “asking when you need
help,” so Emma isn’t shy about telling
the people in her life what she needs.
Unique!
Growing up with two sisters, Emma’s
had to learn how to hold her own!
Different experiences and people are
what help shape us into who we are.
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BONES GROW; WE GROW
3

 ore than 90% of the bones in our body start as
M
something temporary called “cartilage” (the dough).

4

 s we grow (bake), our bones get longer when cartilage
A
grows and turns into permanent bone (becomes bread).

5

 his is how our bones get longer and we increase in
T
height (rise).

DOUGH RISES; BONES GROW
1

2

6

ccia,
 esides turning into Grandma’s Famous Foca
B
ain
dough can be used as a metaphor to help expl
how people end up always being unique.
I t can also be used to help explain the science
ly
behind bone growth, and what happens different
in the bones of somebody with achondroplasia.
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SAME INGREDIENTS; DIFFERENT AMOUNTS
8

I n the bones of someone who has achondroplasia, the
balance of these ingredients is different. They have
more FGFR3 than the CNP can keep up with.

9

 s a result, cartilage (dough) is told to stop turning into
A
bone (rising) sooner than in bones with a closer balance
of FGFR3 and CNP (ingredients).

10

 his is how achondroplasia can cause some kids’ bones
T
to grow differently than other kids. Same ingredients,
just different amounts.

FGFR3 AND CNP: 2 INGREDIENTS
6

7

nts for
 ike how water and flour are important ingredie
L
main
most types of bread, most of our bones have 2
these
ingredients: FGFR3 and CNP to help control how
bones end up growing (rising).
slows
I n these bones, FGFR3 is a type of ingredient that
edient
bone growth (rise slowly), while CNP is an ingr
that makes bones keep growing (rise steadily).
tor 3
FGFR3 stands for Fibroblast Growth Factor Recep
de
Pepti
CNP stands for C-Type Natriuretic
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ld
The book you ho
in your hands was
made with you in
our hearts.

ld
The book you ho
in your hands was
made with you in
our hearts.

d,
Make lots of brea
nds,
make lots of frie
and make lots of
memories.

d,
Make lots of brea
nds,
make lots of frie
and make lots of
memories.

This world
is for you.

This world
is for you.

To Leigh Ann,

To Leigh Ann,

You're a sun in the sky and
candle in the dark whose
light will inspire a generation.

You're a sun in the sky and
candle in the dark whose
light will inspire a generation.

Thank you.

Thank you.
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Key Legend:
= H
 ealth and Emotions
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= A
 daptations and
Management

= Insights to Consider
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CPAP
machine

Sofia

TODAY IS:

Haruki

Sofia

TODAY IS:

THE

BR EAD

BR EAD

Lower
table

Sofia, Leo, Haruki, and Emma
each get to make their favorite
bread to share with the entire
neighborhood!

A mattress
closer to the
floor is common
for kids, or even
adults, with
achondroplasia.

Sofia, Leo, Haruki, and Emma
each get to make their favorite
bread to share with the entire
neighborhood!

Leo

Leo

Emma

Step
stool

Emma

THE

4

Haruki

4

5
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Sturdy ladders with wide enough
steps are great for kids whose
arms and legs are shorter.
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Shorter limbs can
sometimes cause
difficulty with clothes
when getting dressed.

A lowered bed and step stool
make it easier for children
with achondroplasia to get
in and out of bed.

Sofia is excited
to see her friends,
but first she needs
to make her bed.

Leo is a little nervous because
he’s never made bread before.
His older, super cool brother
Matt is going to help.

Sofia is excited
to see her friends,
but first she needs
to make her bed.

Leo is a little nervous because
with her
. a stayed up late ttle
he’s never made bread before
Emm
li
a
s
e need
His older, super cool brothe
sirsters, so sh
ad.
D
m
o
fr
g up
Matt is going to help.
help wakin

Dad says.

6

6

Haruki was too excited
to sleep. He’s getting
ready already!

Haruki was too excited
to sleep. He’s getting
ready already!

with her
yed up late
Emma sta
little
a
s
e need
sisters, so sh
ad.
D
m
o
fr
g up
help wakin

Dad says.
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It is not uncommon for one
sibling to have achondroplasia
while the other does not.
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There are adaptations to make
reaching sink faucets easier for
people with achondroplasia

There are lots of different types of stools,
stairs, and other adaptations in the
homes of people with achondroplasia.

Sofia wants to pick the perfect
bread for her friends. She’s
been trying to decide all week!

Shorter arms
can make
it harder to
reach the top
of the head.

Sofia wants to pick the perfect
bread for her friends. She’s
been trying to decide all week!

Matt helps make
Leo’s hair cool.

Matt says.

Sink
extenders

Emma takes a
little longer to get
going in the
morning. That’s
okay; she has to
wait her turn for
the sink anyway.

Matt helps make
Leo’s hair cool.

Emma takes a
little longer to get
going in the
morning. That’s
okay; she has to
wait her turn for
the sink anyway.

Light switch
extenders

Matt says.
Sink
extenders

Stools
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9

Step
stool

16
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Step stool
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It’s
bread
day!”

It’s
bread
day!”

E
K
A

“W

E
K
A

“W

Haruki yells,
on his way to
the kitchen.
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“What bread
did you choose,
Sofia?” her
mom asks.

“What bread
did you choose,
Sofia?” her
mom asks.

Sofia smiles and
turns to her mom
with the recipe in
her teeth!

Sofia smiles and
turns to her mom
with the recipe in
her teeth!

Haruki yells,
on his way to
the kitchen.

“Ooo,
that’s my
favorite,”

“Ooo,
that’s my
favorite,”

“I’ll start
up the
clay oven.”

“I’ll start
up the
clay oven.”

Says mom.

Light switch
extenders

Says mom.

Step
stool

11

11

Stool

18
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“It’s the one
Grandma
useso!”
ed
“D we really ne

ed
“Do we really ne

answers Leo.

that bowl?”

that bowl?”

asks Matt.

12

answers Leo.

Haruki was so excited he didn’t
wait for his parents to get started!

Haruki was so excited he didn’t
wait for his parents to get started!

! hat a mess!
What a messW

asks Matt.
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Anyone can use a stool —
they’re not just for people
with achondroplasia!

20

“It’s the one
Grandma
uses!”

13

There are families where the parents both have
achondroplasia. That means some houses can be
fully customized for people with a shorter stature.
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Now that everyone is awake
and in the kitchen, it’s time
to make the dough!
Emma is making her
family’s famous pretzels.

asks Emma.

14

Now that everyone is awake
and in the kitchen, it’s time
to make the dough!
Emma is making her
family’s famous pretzels.

asks Emma.
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Being comfortable asking for help can help
any child build confidence in vocalizing
what they might need assistance with.
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15

Children with achondroplasia
gradually develop their personal
relationship to height.
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All bread begins
as dough.

See Discussion Card:

Bones Grow;
We Grow

All bread begins
as dough.

Dough then
read
turns into b
ing
after spend
in
some time
the oven.

Then, some
people add
honey and
cinnamon.

Dough then
read
turns into b
ing
after spend
in
some time
the oven.

Some bread uses
butter and sugar.

Then, some
people add
honey and
Or maybe rosemary
cinnamon.
and garlic.

See Discussion Card:

Dough Rises;
Bones Grow

Or maybe rosemary
and garlic.

Some bread uses
butter and sugar.
And others use
baking soda
and salt.

And others use
baking soda
and salt.

See Discussion Card:

FGFR3 and CNP:
2 Ingredients

When making dough,
recipes can use
different amounts of
different ingredients.
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When making dough,
h
t doug
Mos
recipe
s canur
use
flo
th
wi
rts
stadiffere
nt amounts of
r…
watent
and
differe
ingredients.
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Even when dough has more or less Even
when dough has more or less of something,
of something,
Most dough
it
it
can
can
still
still
be
delicious.
That’s
why
there
are
sobe delicious. That’s why there are so
starts with flour
many
many unique types of bread!
unique
types
of
bread!
and water…
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Haruki and his parents
are rolling their dough
into croissants.

Now that all
the dough is
made, it’s
time to put it
in the oven!

Now that all
the dough is
made, it’s
time to put it
in the oven!
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Mother says.

Oh,

Oh,

Leo accidentally
dropped some
dough on
the floor!

Leo accidentally
dropped some
dough on
the floor!

no!

no!

Haruki and his parents
are rolling their dough
into croissants.

Emma loves
s
creating shape
.
h
with the doug

“ That’s
okay,"

Emma loves
s
creating shape
.
h
with the doug

“ That’s
okay,"

says Matt.

says Matt.

“The best
bakers
probably drop
lots of stuff.”

“The best
bakers
probably drop
lots of stuff.”
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Mother says.

19

19

Anyone can be sad sometimes,
but siblings and peers can be
an important part of a healthy
support network.

26
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Because of the unique ingredients, Because of the unique ingredients,
if you put two types of dough in
if you put two types of dough in
the oven for the same amount of
the oven for the same amount of
time, they might rise and grow to be time, they might rise and grow to be
different shapes, sizes, and textures. different shapes, sizes, and textures.

See Discussion Card:

Same Ingredients;
Different Amounts
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28

20

21
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Now that the bread is made,

Now that the bread is made,

Haruki
yells as
he arrives.

Sofia wonders if she
made enough bread.

Sofia wonders if she
made enough bread.
“My great-greatgrandpa taught my

great-grandma

who taught my
grandma who
taught my dad
who taught me,”

Pillow
for back
support

explains Emma.

Haruki
yells as
he arrives.

“My great-greatgrandpa taught my

great-grandma

who taught my
grandma who
taught my dad
who taught me,”

explains Emma.

Pedal
extenders

Leo can’t wait to learn
how to drive like Matt.

Leo can’t wait to learn
how to drive like Matt.

jokes Leo.
22

22

jokes Leo.
23

23

People with achondroplasia can drive with the
use of pedal extenders, a higher seat or some
pillows, and back support.
Every family has different style of adapting their
car — some are even completely customized.
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says Sofia

says Sofia

Emma is showing off
her pretzel shapes.

Emma is showing off
her pretzel shapes.

“I love pretzels
because you can
make shapes.

“I love pretzels
because you can
make shapes.

This one is a flower,

This one is a flower,

and this one is

and this one is

my big sister,

“Oh!

“Oh!

And it’s my
mom’s favorite.”

And it’s my
mom’s favorite.”

are

best

because I could

eat an entire
basket all by myself!”
Haruki says through
a mouthful of bread.
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32

24

and this one is
my little sister,

my big sister,

and this one is
my little sister,

this one is Dad,
and this one…”

this one is Dad,
and this one…”

are

best

because I could
eat an entire
basket all by myself!”

Haruki says through
a mouthful of bread.

“We made focaccia because
my grandma always makes
some when we visit.”

“We made focaccia because
my grandma always makes
some when
25 we visit.”

25
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THE
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Matt

Emma

Leo
Haruki
Sofia

Any type of bread can
make people happy.
26

26

Anybread
type oftruly
bread
can is What makes bread truly special is
special
What makes
make
peopleithappy.
with our
the way we can share
the way we can share it with our
s.
ones, friends, and communities.
loved ones, friends, and communitie
loved
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How can the Rising Love Bread Festival help the
people in your life understand achondroplasia?
Meet Sofia, Haruki, Leo, and Emma. Four unique kids
in families where achondroplasia is just a part of life.
Today, our young heroes are each baking their favorite
bread to share at the Rising Love Bread Festival.
With beautiful hand-drawn illustrations, dive into
the details of the Rising Love world to connect, inspire,
and educate anyone—no matter how they grow up.
US-ACH-00183

To learn more about achondroplasia,
visit achondroplasia.com.
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